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1 Introduction    
The project work described in this report is for a final project in BSc in Computer Science in 
Reykjavik University.  
The project is an internal system where users can write messages and submit them to various 
channels, and is done for and in collaboration with Íslandsbanki, one of the leading banks in 
Iceland. Íslandsbanki is developing various digital solutions so the customers can manage 
their money wherever and whenever they like. The digital solutions include the Íslandsbanki 
app, Online banking, the Kass app and educational children’s games. 
Íslandsbanki prides themselves on being number one in service and with this project their 
customers will benefit by having information they need faster and more efficiently.  
Íslandsbanki is the owner of the project and the product developed as an outcome of the 
project.  
 

1.1 The Team 
The project team consists of three students which are all in the final semester in the study of 
Computer Science.  
 
 
The team: 
  
Name Email  

 Elín Hrund Búadóttir   elinhb15@ru.is  

 Rúnar Bjarkason   runar16@ru.is  

 Tinna Árnadóttir   tinnaa17@ru.is  

  
 
Contacts at Íslandsbanki: 
  
Name Email Role 

 Gyða Bjarkadóttir  gyda.bjarkadottir@islandsbanki.is  Stakeholder 

 Jóhannes Örn Erlingsson   johannes.orn.erlingsson@islandsbanki.is   Stakeholder 

 Salóme Rúnarsdóttir   salome.runarsdottir@islandsbanki.is   Project owner  
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2 The Project 

2.1 Description 
The aim of the project is to develop system for users so they can write message and submit 
them to various channels at Íslandsbanki. The channels include Íslandsbanki app, 
islandsbanki.is and the online bank. The potential users are service managers in different 
channels within Íslandsbanki.  
Messages are any messages that need to be sent to Íslandsbanki’s channels like informative 
messages, announcements, and warnings to name a few. Further extension of the scope for 
the system is to send messages to Íslandsbanki’s employees via e-mail.  
In current procedure, the messages are created by the service managers, but they are not 
able to release or withdraw the message within relevant channel. The messages are sent to 
the channels and managed by programmers. The procedure is therefore slow, resource 
dependent and difficult to make changes to the message. 
The new platform which has been given the name Sammi is meant to simplify the procedure 
for sending messages and publish in the channels. General user will be able to write a 
message, schedule it and select the platform for the message to be published within the 
platform. The channels will be connected to the platform and will be able to get all 
information about the messages and publish them at the defined time. 
The user of the platform will get overview of all messages and their status. The user will be 
able to change active messages, withdraw active messages and add channels where the 
messages are to be displayed. The implementation of the platform Sammi will therefore 
increase the service to the customers so they will get the right information in timely manner. 
 

2.2 Process 
  

 
FIGURE 2.2-1 - PROCESS FLOW 
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3 Project Planning 

3.1 Methodology 
 Scrum 

Scrum project management framework will be used to manage and lead the team to 
successful outcome of the final project. Scrum is Agile software development methodology 
which is widely used in the industry to iterate through the development in several sprints. 
Scrum is used at Íslandsbanki and as the team’s work will follow Íslandsbanki’s procedures, 
Scrum will be used for the project management. The Scrum methodology will give the team, 
project owner and stakeholders good oversight over the status, what has been done, what 
needs to be done and how is doing what.  
 

 Sprints 
Sprint is a defined period within the period of a project. The sprints can vary in duration, but 
they happen one after each other with no break in between. For this project, the team will 
work in 2-week sprints in the beginning of the project followed by 1-week sprint in the last 
three weeks of the project. With this structure the workload will be evenly divided over the 
duration of the project but also gives additional focus at the end to complete all unresolved 
tasks. 
 

 Scrum team 
In the Scrum framework are distinct roles for a cross-functional team identified. The following 
roles and responsibility of the scrum team have been identified for the project: 
 
TABLE 3.1-1  - ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SCRUM TEAM  

Role Responsibility 

Development team Accomplishes the work to be done for the 
product. The team organizes and manages 
their development work.  

Product owner  

• Salóme from Íslandsbanki 

Defines the product including which 
features it shall contain and the priority of 
the tasks. The product owner supports the 
development team and stakeholders and is 
the main contact for the development team 
in Íslandsbanki.  

Scrum master  

• Will be changing from teammate to 
teammate every sprint.  

Manages daily standup meetings, has 
overview of the process and status, and 
takes actions needed such as booking 
meetings, sending requests and e-mail so 
the development team can focus on their 
work.  
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 Meetings 
The team has established following meeting series for the project: 

• Daily standup meetings with product owner 
Status of the current tasks, new tasks identified, and any action plan discussed for any 
stoppers and bugs. 

• Backlog grooming meetings with product owner and stakeholders 
Preparation of the stories for the upcoming sprint(s). 

• Sprint planning meetings and stakeholders 
Stories selected for upcoming sprint, tasks identified and assigned to the team.  Theme 
and logo were selected for the sprint to inspire the project team for the upcoming 
sprint. 

• Retrospective meetings with project owner 
Session in the end of each sprint to improve the team’s work. Successful methods and 
approaches are highlighted, and pitfalls are identified so they can be avoided in the 
future work. New ideas are discussed and implemented as the team agrees. 

• Weekly meetings with instructor 
Status and issues of the project work discussed, and instruction upcoming deliverables 
given. 

• Team meetings 
The team has one day a week where all team members are focusing on the project. 
The team work on that day includes team meetings or the team is actively working on 
the project and supporting the team’s work. Other days, the team work on the project 
as fits each member.  

 

 Working hours 
The estimation of the total working hours for the project is 600 – 800 hours. In addition to 
the work on the project comes the preparation and reporting for the project. In total the 
estimated time spent on the course for each team member over the semester is 300 hours or 
in average 25 hours per week. 
Each team member is responsible for tracking and documenting the time they spend on the 
project.  
 

3.2 Backlog 
 Product backlog 

Requirements for the new system are defined based on the description of the project from 
the product owner. The requirements are the base for the features to be implemented for 
the final product. The features are further broken down to user stories. The user stories are 
the backbone to the product backlog. 
 

 Sprint backlog 
In each sprint work is carried on for user stories. The user stories are broken into smaller tasks 
to be able to complete the user story. One team member is responsible for each story and 
task but the tasks for each story can have many responsible persons.  
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Sprint poker is used to estimate the workload for each user story. With this approach the 
team discusses the tasks if the disagreement occur the game is repeated to get better 
agreement on the effort needed to complete the story. 
 

3.3 Work ethics and goals 
The overall goal of the project is to release a functional product for the stakeholders of the 
project. To keep the team focused, create good team spirit and to celebrate the milestones, 
the team will set goals and/or work ethics for each sprint. 
 

3.4 Working Environment 
The working environment is influenced by the Covid-19 situation since there are restriction 
of number of people who can meet, and masks are recommended. The team will therefore 
mainly work remotely from their home office.  
Meetings including meetings with project owner and instructor will be via Teams, but team 
meetings will occasionally be held at Reykjavik University.  
 

3.5 Project Schedule 
The first weeks of the project focus on planning and setup of systems and features needed 
for the project. 
 
Sprint 0: 20. January – 17. February | Scrum master: Elín  

• Project planning and documenting 
 
Sprint 1: 18. February – 2. March | Scrum master: Rúnar  

• The user shall be able to write message 
 
Sprint 2: 3. – 16. March | Scrum master: Tinna  

• The user shall be able to create message for one or more channels 

• The user shall be able to set different theme for different message types. 

• The user shall be able to write 0-250 characters 

• The user shall be able to write signs, 

• The user shall be able to see number of characters used of the total number of 
characters 

• The user shall be able to see number of characters left of the total number of 
characters. 

 
Sprint 3: 17. – 30. March | Scrum master: Elín  

• The user shall be able to see a list of all active messages 

• The user shall be able to see a list of all messages 

• The user shall be able to see in which channel message is displayed. 
 
 
Sprint 4: 31. March – 13. April | Scrum master: Tinna  
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• The user shall be able to write message in Icelandic with Icelandic characters. 

• The user shall be able to change active message 

• The user shall be able to remove active message 

• The user shall be able to get a confirmation that his action was successful or not. 
 
Sprint 5: 14. – 27. April | Scrum master: Elín  

• The user shall be able to see if a channel has active message. 

• The user shall be able to select channel and platform 

• The user shall be able to select if possible, to view message once or multiple times. 
 
Sprint 6: 28. April – 5. May | Scrum master: Tinna  

• The user shall be able to create one or more messages for each channel 

• The user shall be able to generate schedule for a message. 

• The user shall be able to change inactive message. 

• The user shall be able to set start date time 

• The user shall be able to set end date time 
 
Sprint 7: 6. – 14. May | Scrum master: Elín  

• Make finishing touches on report 

• Work on and practice final presentation 
 

 

 Requirements 
Requirements for the new system are defined based on the description of the project from 
the product owner. The requirements are prioritized into A, B and C requirements.  

• A-requirements are the most critical for the system functionality or the most 
important requirements according to the project owner.  

• B-requirements are not critical for the functionally of the system but improves the 
quality of the system.  

• C-requirements are nice to have but are out of the scope of the features to be 
implemented as part of this project. 

 
TABLE 3.5-1 - REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FINAL PRODUCT  

No Requirements   Priority Sprint  

1 The user shall be able to write message A 1 

2 The user shall be able to select channel A 3 

3 The user shall be able to set start date time A 4 

4 The user shall be able to set end date time A 4 

5 
The user shall be able to create one or more messages for each 
channel 

A 6 

6 The user shall be able to create message for one or more channels A 2 

7 The user shall be able to see in which channel message is displayed. A 5 
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No Requirements   Priority Sprint  

8 The user shall be able to see if a channel has active message. A 4 

9 
The user shall be able to set different theme for different message 
types. 

A 2 

10 
The user shall be able to write message in Icelandic with Icelandic 
characters. 

A 3 

11 The user shall be able to generate schedule for a message. A 6 

12 The user shall be able to see a list of all active messages A 5 

13 
The user shall be able to select if possible, to view message once or 
multiple times. 

B 3  

14 The user shall be able to write 0-250 characters B 2 

15 
The user shall be able to see number of characters used of the total 
number of characters 

B 2 

16 
The user shall be able to see number of characters left of the total 
number of characters. 

B 2 

17 The user shall be able to change active message B 6 

18 The user shall be able to remove active message B 6 

19 The user shall be able to create new message from template. B 6 

20 The user shall be able to create message template. B 6 

21 The user shall be able to change inactive message. B 6 

22 The user shall be able to see a list of all messages B 5 

23 The user shall be able to write signs C 2 

24 The system shall be able to have one or more users. C 7 

25 The user shall be able to have one or more user roles. C 7 

26 The user shall be able to write message in English. C 7 

27 The user shall be able to write message in Polish. C 7 

28 The user reading a message shall be able to hide read message. C 7 
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4 Design 
Starting off the team wanted the look and feel of the system to integrate well with existing 
products from Íslandsbanki.  Therefore, when developing the prototype the focus was set to 
use Íslandsbanki‘s exact colors and emulate their design standards.  
 

4.1 Starting point 
For the first phase the team started with a blank slate with limited function. Only a basic input 
field and a submit button because our focus was on getting the message all the way through 
the pipes and saved in Firestore before the team would add on styling and more choices. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 4.1-1 - INITIAL PHASE 
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4.2 Adding on 
Part of the second phase of making the pages was adding radio buttons and checkboxes. The 
radio buttons are the theme of the message – whether it is a warning or just a general 
information message. The checkboxes are for choosing the platforms the messages are going 
to be visible on.   

 
FIGURE 4.2-1 - MODIFIED MESSAGE PAGE  

 
This would be the start of the home page where there will be a list of all active messages listed 
by their title.  

 
FIGURE 4.2-2 - INITIAL LANDING PAGE  
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Date and time and title were added that would be visible on the list. 

 
FIGURE 4.2-3 - DATE & TIME AND TITLE ADDED 

 

4.3 Initial design idea 
This is what the team envisioned would be the landing page after login. The user would see a 
list of active, future, and disabled messages. 

 
FIGURE 4.3-1 - START PAGE 
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The user would be able to write a message with a title for easier listing and date and time so 
they would be able to make future messages as well as messages that would appear directly, 
decide on a platform and save it. 
 

 
FIGURE 4.3-2 - WRITE A MESSAGE 

 

4.4 Deviations from initial design 
As is normal some minor changes were made along the way. On the main page, where the 
list of messages appears, the initial design contained a button at the end of the line to change 
the message but instead the user clicks the title of the message itself to see and change it. 
Also the templates option was deleted as all messages can be reused so there was no need 
for it anymore. Some changes were made to how you choose a channel and theme. Originally 
there was supposed to be a dropdown of options for each channel but it wasn’t very user 
friendly to have to open a dropdown to choose one checkbox. 
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5 Development Environment 
All development work for the project was done within Íslandsbanki’s systems and 
environment. Íslandsbanki provided computers for the team to be able to work within their 
environment. The selection of tools used for the project was influenced by the systems used 
at Íslandsbanki. However, the tools used for reporting and presentation is outside of 
Íslandsbanki’s environment.  
 

5.1 Tools 
Various tools were used to manage the project, design the portotype, document data and to 
communicate between the team members.  The main tools are listed in Table 5.1-1. 
 
TABLE 5.1-1 - TOOLS USED FOR MANAGEMENT, REPORTING AND COMMUNICATION 

Management Reporting Communication 
Azure DevOps Word 

Excel 
Figma 
Draw.io 

Teams 
Messenger 
Outlook 

 

 Azure DevOps 
Azure DevOps was the main management tool for the project. The system has scrum board 
feature where all the tasks for each sprint were managed. The board was used on the daily 
standup meetings see Figure 5.1-1. 
 

 
FIGURE 5.1-1 - SPRINT BOARD 

 
Azure DevOps contains backlog section to be used for list all the features, stories and 
requirements to be implemented. The user stories were maintained within the backlog, see 
Figure 5.1-2. 
Other sections of Azure DevOps, Repos and Test Plan, where also used.  For further 
description of the usage see section 5.2 and 0. 
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FIGURE 5.1-2 - PROJECT BACKLOG 

5.2 Programming environment 
Figure 5.2-1 gives overview of the system developed in the project.  Angular programming 
language was the main language to write the frontend and backend of the system.  Other 
systems and packages support the programming as listed in 5.2-.   
 

 
FIGURE 5.2-1 - SYSTEM DIAGRAM 
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TABLE 5.2-1 - PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT  

Frontend/Backend Functionality Other 

Angular Node 
NPM 
Firebase 
 

Visual Studio Code 
Git 
Figma 
Sonarqube 
Cypress 

 
The Repository section of Azure DewOps was used to access and manage the code thorough 
the development (Figure 5.2-2).  Branch was created for each feature where the code was 
developed, reviewed and accepted into develop branch for the source code.  Pull requests 
were used to manage the feedbacks and updates of the code before it was merged into 
develop branch.  The tasks and backlog items for the features were attached to the pull 
request which gives a traceability of tasks to the branch. 
 

 
FIGURE 5.2-2 - EXAMPLE OF MANAGEMENT OF THE CODE WITHIN REPOSITORY SECTION  

 

5.3 Firebase 
Firebase is a platform developed by Google for creating mobile and web applications. This 

project will though only utilize one aspect of Firebase the Firestore. The Firestore is cloud 

based NoSQL database which can be accessed directly via native SDKs by IOS, Android and 

web apps. The decision to use the Firestore was made by Íslandsbanki as it is already used in 

their channels for other things. The project utilizes Firestore to deliver messages from the 

web interface the team creates to the channels in a standardized data structure. The team 

had to design the data structure in such a way so that it would meet all the demands of the 

channels. The team interviewed the IOS and Android team to find out what requirements 

they had. Another constraint of the data structure was that it would need to be very efficient 

and fast for the channels to check if they have any messages and get them if they do. 

These constraints made it the team had to sacrifice complexity, time and efficiency on how 

Sammi would create, read, update or delete messages in the Firestore.  
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The Team decided that it would be best to make a service that would handle all 

communications with Sammi. This service handled the complexity of the Firestore data 

structure so that it would make it easier and avoid any unnecessary repetition of code.  

 

 
FIGURE 5.3-1 - FINAL FIRESTORE DATA STRUCTURE  

 

5.4 Coding with Angular 
The team utilized the Angular framework by structuring the code with components where 
each feature of the product has individual component.  Furthermore, the code was reused as 
much as possible, e.g. by utilizing the message form component in view message component. 
The team followed the coding rules set by Íslandsbanki in regards to style, architecture and 
rigourus testing. 
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6 Testing 
When coding was completed for a feature or a story, various tests followed to ensure the 
behavior of the code and the product was as expected.  The team set a definition of done 
(DoD), i.g. definition when a story had met all criteria and was considered done.  DoD was set 
as follows: 

• Sign-off from testers 

• Automatic unit tests 

• Unit tests all need to pass 

• Test case coverage 

• Code review by peer 

• Passes Sonarqube checks 

• Code needs to pass lint code coverage for all classes 

• No open bugs (bugs can be moved from the story) 

• No open tasks 
 

6.1 Unit tests 
Jasmine and Karma frameworks were used to create unit test to test the Angular code.  The 
Jasmine framework contains assertion, mocking and spy functionality.  Each component of 
the source code was unit tested where all the functions and variables of the component were 
tested. 
Sonarqube gives a great overview of the quality of the code where evaluation of e.g. bugs, 
code smells, vulnerabilities, coverage and duplications is performed.  Sonarqube gives result 
for individual parameter and overall evaluation of all analytes. 
 

6.2 Manual tests 
Like much of the planning and organizing the manual tests were made and executed with 
Azure DevOps in the Test plans sections. For each story the team made a step-by-step guide 
and recorded the results.  

 
FIGURE 6.2-1 - TESTS FOR PHASE ONE  
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FIGURE 6.2-2 - EXAMPLE OF A TEST 

 

6.3 Automated tests 
Íslandsbanki uses Cypress for their automated testing. Cypress is a complete end-to-end 
testing experience where you can write your tests and watch them execute in real time as 
you build your web application. Cypress takes snapshots as the tests run and automatically 
reloads whenever changes are made to the tests. The team was given instructions and a crash 
course to get started but unfortunately there were some problems with the setup, and it 
didn’t get fixed until late in the project.  However, few tests were created, including one that 
starts at main page, presses new message and inputs into correct fields and submits.  
 

 
FIGURE 6.3-1 - CYPRESS DASHBOARD 

 

6.4 Acceptance test 
Acceptance testing was performed to evaluate if the project requirements were met.  The 
testing was performed by the project owner which will be the main user of the system.  The 
testing was performed by comparing the final product with the requirements set for the 
project.   
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Awaiting test results + comments 

7 Risk Assessment 
What can go wrong in the project or what unexpected/unplanned situations can come up 
during the project work are the potential risks for the project. The risks have been identified 
and assessed including risk avoidance and damage control. Based on this, the probability of 
risk to happen, the impact of the risks on the final project was assessed and risk priority was 
calculated. A scale from 1 to 5 was used for the probability and impact evaluation, see 
appendix 11.1 for further details.  
 

7.1 Risk factors 
The risk assessment shows that access to Íslandsbanki’s systems and features have the 
highest risk and is therefore most critical for the final product. Other high risks are sickness 
of the team/family members and access to assistance of Íslandsbanki’s employees. For details 
of the risk assessment and an incident log, see appendix 11.1. 
 
TABLE 7.1-1 - RISK ANALYSIS 

Risk 
no 

Description Risk Risk avoidance Damage control Proba-
bility 

Impact Priority Responsible 

1. Íslandsbanki 
 

            

1.1 The team 
needs access 
to 
Íslandsbanki's 
systems/featu
res 

Access to 
the 
systems 
has not 
been 
activated 
or is 
disabled. 

Daily check 
of 
connection 
to system 

Contact 
Product owner 
to get access 
to the 
systems. 

4 5 20 Elín 

1.2 The team 
needs to work 
on computers 
from 
Íslandsbanki 
to access their 
network. 
  

The team 
members 
do not get 
a 
computer, 
or the 
computers 
break 

Ensure all 
NPN are 
filled in and 
sent to 
Íslandsbanki. 
Take diligent 
care of the 
computers. 

Contact 
Jóhannes/Saló
me if the 
computers 
break to 
replace the 
computers. 

1 5 5 Rúnar 

1.3 The team 
needs VPN to 
access 
Íslandsbanki 
network. 

Connectio
n via VPN 
cannot be 
establishe
d. 

Daily check 
of 
connection 
to VPN 

Contact 
Jóhannes/Saló
me to get 
information 
on who to 
contact who 
can help 
reestablish a 
VPN 
connection 
  

1 4 4 Tinna 
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Risk 
no 

Description Risk Risk avoidance Damage control Proba-
bility 

Impact Priority Responsible 

1.4 The team 
needs 
training/intro
duction to 
Íslandsbanki's 
system and 
environment 

The team 
does not 
get any 
training or 
introductio
n from 
Íslandsban
ki's 
employees
. 

Get 
overview of 
the systems 
that needs 
training, 
who is 
responsible 
for the 
training and 
establish a 
training 
session. 
  

Contact 
Project owner 
to get contact 
to relevant 
persons to get 
training. 

2 2 4 Elín 

2. The team               

2.1 Sickness A team or 
family 
member is 
sick 

General 
hygiene 

Split team 
members 
tasks with rest 
of team 
  

5 3 15 Rúnar 

2.2 The team 
needs access 
to other 
employees 
including 
project owner 

The team 
does not 
get access 
to 
Íslandsban
ki's 
employees
. 

Establish 
regular 
meetings 
with the 
Project 
owner and 
other 
employees 
 
 
  

Contact 
Jóhannes to 
expedite 
connection to 
the employees 

3 4 12 Tinna 

3. Project               

3.1 The scope of 
the project is 
set in the 
beginning of 
the project. 

The scope 
of the 
project is 
increased. 

Ensure all 
additional 
tasks are 
within the 
scope of the 
project and 
consider 
excluding 
other tasks. 
 
  

Assess and 
prioritize new 
tasks and 
come to an 
agreement on 
what tasks can 
get excluded  

4 2 8 Elín 
 
 
 
 
 
  

4. Technology               

4.1 Team member 
loses their 
access to 
internet 
connection 

Team 
member is 
unable to 
attend 
meeting or 
work on 
task for a 
period 
  

Monitor 
network 
connectivity 

Move to a 
different 
location 

3 1 3 Rúnar 
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Risk 
no 

Description Risk Risk avoidance Damage control Proba-
bility 

Impact Priority Responsible 

5.Environment 
  

          

5.1 Covid-19 Team 
members 
or family 
gets 
isolated or 
sick due to 
Covid-19.  

All team 
members 
work on 
same 
platform and 
have access 
to all data. 
  

Split team 
members 
tasks with rest 
of team 

1 3 3 Tinna 
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8 Progress Overview 
The project has been divided into seven sprints, including preparation sprint zero and final 
sprint for finishing documentation and bugfixes.  Following sections describe the work 
performed in each sprint, the goals and challenges for the team and the time spent on the 
project by the team members. 

8.1 Sprint 0 - Ready set GO 🏁 
January 20 - February 17   |   Scrum master: Elín   |   Goal: Planning and more planning 
 

 Overview 
The main goal of Sprint 0 was to get the working environment set up right for the team and 
establishing scheduled meetings with the Project Owner as to get everything up and running 
before Sprint 1.  
The team was supplied with computers from Íslandsbanki and a connection to their local 
network via VPN for security reasons. This turned out to be more time consuming than initially 
thought with one team member requiring a new computer and all team members trying many 
different solutions from the IT department to resolve admin privilege issues.  
The team was shown how Íslandsbanki expects them to use Azure DevOps to catalog features, 
tasks, stories, etc. The team decided to have a brainstorming session in person to go over how 
everybody understood what was required of them to do and the flow of the product through 
the system so that everybody was on the same page, see appendix 0. 
In total 25 tasks were created for sprint 0 and were 15 tasks completed (Table 8.1-1) and 10 
tasks were iterated to sprint 1.  
 

TABLE 8.1-1 - COMPLETED TASKS FOR SPRINT 0 

Task ID Title Status 

83119 Prepare Presentation Done 

83120 Set up firebase project Done 

83121 Access to GIT missing Done 

83122 Missing node js for Rúnar Done 

83124 Start writing stories Done 

83488 Local admin for Elin and Runar Done 

83489 Re-install Git Done 

83644 Install Node Done 

83645 Check Runars computer Done 

83646 Add to Requirement Analysis, text popup Done 

83648 Create prototype for initial UI Done 

83649 Report -> Risk analysis Done 

84011 Angular issues Done 

84016 Computer/System issues Done 

84017 Sammi Presentation for the Channels Done 
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 Burndown chart 

 
FIGURE 8.1-1 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR TASKS IN SPRINT 0 

 

 Retrospective 
The team thought that Sprint 0 was important and useful. Solving most technical problems 
for the near future and analysis of the product is thought to have saved a lot of time overall. 
 

8.2 Sprint 1 - Hello World 🌍 
February 18 – March 2   |   Scrum master: Rúnar   |   Goal: Getting familiar with the code 
 

 Overview 
For Sprint 1 the focus was on making a small part of code and getting it through all the 
pipelines and every process and getting familiar with the code already set up in the project. 
The team stated to set up testing in Cypress and Jasmine/Karma.  The Test plans were set up 
in Azure for the manual testing after some feedback on that from Íslandsbanki project team. 
Most of the time in this sprint was used to work on the final report and presentation.  
Stories added to the sprint are listed in table 8.2.1-1.  One story was removed from the 
backlog as the structure of the code showed the story was more relevant with the other 
backend story PBI 1.0.2.   
 
TABLE 8.2-1 - STORIES IN SPRINT 1 

Feature Story Status 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.0 - Messaging webinterface In progress 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.2 - Backend that forwards JSON object to firebase In progress 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.1 – Backend that receives message from frontend Removed 
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TABLE 8.2-2 - COMPLETED TASKS IN SPRINT 1 

ID Title Status 

83123 Look at and get to know Figma Done 

83647 Report -> prototype section Done 

83650 Report -> Verkáætlun Done 

83857 System preparation Done 

83858 Report drafting Done 

84014 System preparation Done 

84240 Tala við Kristleif Done 

84582 Sprint tasks Done 

84588 Firebase preparation Done 

84824 Work on presentation Done 

84886 Report -> Progress Report Done 

84975 Format requirements table Done 

84976 Work on sprint goals Done 

84977 Get access to Gliphy for team Done 

84978 Find code rules Done 

84983 Create stories for Sprint 3 Done 

85099 Work on presentation Done 

85100 Schedule meetings with different channels Done 

85101 Work on presentation Done 

85102 Write stories for next sprint Done 

85300 Update Jasmine and Karma Done 

85329 Set up Cypress Done 

85336 Send Salóme requirements Done 

85687 Show how my code works Done 

85870 Remove outdated tasks Done 
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 Burndown charts  
 

 
FIGURE 8.2-1 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR STORIES IN SPRINT 1. 

 

 
FIGURE 8.2-2 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR TASKS IN SPRINT 1. 

 

 Retrospective 
The pipelines were not set up so the team could not use them. We need to set up a meeting 
with employees who work with Cypress to help us get it started so that we are using it the 
same way they are, and they can continue with the work later. We felt this sprint went rather 
slowly and we need to pick up the pace.   
No stories were closed so they followed us to the next sprint. 
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8.3 Sprint 2 - Mars attack 🛸 
March 3 – 16   |   Scrum master: Tinna   |   Goal: Testing 
 

 Overview 
The main goal of sprint 2 was to get all testing up and running. The team ran into some 
difficulties with the unit tests and Cypress being set up incorrectly. The team had a meeting 
with representatives from the team in charge of the IOS and android app regarding what 
information they needed to correctly display the messages sent using Sammi. A finalized data 
structure for firebase was made which was then approved by Íslandsbanki. A decision was 
made to stop using the NGRX redux store for this project as it complicated the program 
unnecessarily. This required some refactoring of the code but should save time overall. 
Pipelines were set up and the team was able to successfully use them. 
 
TABLE 8.3-1 - STORIES IN SPRINT 2 

Feature Story Status 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.0 - Messaging webinterface In progress 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.2 - Backend that forwards JSON object to 

firebase 

In progress 

Create a message for one or more 
channels 

PBI 2.0.0 - Add to web interface checkboxes to select 

which channels the message should be issued  

In progress 

Create a message for one or more 
channels 

PBI 2.0.1 – Selected channels are added to JSON object Removed* 

Ability to choose what the theme 
of the message is 

PBI 2.1.0 - Web interface includes radio buttons to 

select a theme for the message 

In progress 

Ability to choose what the theme 
of the message is 

PBI 2.1.1 – Selected theme is added to JSON object Removed* 

Limit how many characters the 
user can write into the text area 

PBI 2.2.0 - There is a limit on how many characters are 

allowed in the textbox 

In progress 

*Story removed as the structure of the code showed the story was more relevant with other backend story of the feature. 

TABLE 8.3-2 - COMPLETED TASKS IN SPRINT 2  
ID Title Status 

84544 ManualTest - Create/update test for text box+button Done 

86914 Check if unit tests work Done 

87139 Talk to Hjálmar - Unit tests and branch merging Done 

85961 Test - Create/update test for checkboxes Done 

85970 ManualTest - Create/update test for radio buttons to select theme Done 

85972 ManualTest - Create/update test for limitation of characters in textbox Done 

84980 Create a questionnaire Done 

85331 Maximum characters in message Done 

85334 Add features to backlog Done 

86019 Write features + stories for sprint 3 Done 
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ID Title Status 

86039 Figma - Update current view for sprint 2 Done 

86486 Book meeting for pipeline Done 

86487 Book meeting for data Firebase data structure Done 

86730 Create figma link for sprint3 backlog Done 

86916 Test case review Done 

87137 Fix tests in test plan Done 

 

 Burndown charts 
 

 

FIGURE 8.3-1 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR STORIES IN SPRINT 2 
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FIGURE 8.3-2 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR TASKS IN SPRINT 2 

 

 Retrospective 
At the start of this project the team received a template to use as a base for Sammi. The team 
assumed that everything in this template was correctly set up and that everything would be 
used. In this sprint the team discovered that these assumptions were incorrect and that there 
were some parts of the template that were set up incorrectly and that some of the features 
included were not mandatory but optional. No stories were closed in this sprint, so they 
followed us along to next sprint. 
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8.4 Sprint 3 - Fly me to the moon 🌙 
March 17 – 30   |   Scrum master: Elín   |   Goal: Deployment 
 

 Overview 
Based on the decision to stop using the NGRX redux store, the structure of the code needed 
to be revised and new message store implemented.  The team continued working on 
implementing the stories in progress, however, the increased workload in other courses in 
the end of the semester resulted in slower progress of the project. 
 
TABLE 8.4-1 - STORIES IN SPRINT 3 

Feature Story Status 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.0 - Messaging webinterface In progress 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.2 - Backend that forwards JSON object to 

firebase 

In progress 

Create a message for one or more 
channels 

PBI 2.0.0 - Add to web interface checkboxes to select 

which channels the message should be issued  

In progress 

Ability to choose what the theme 
of the message is 

PBI 2.1.0 - Web interface includes radio buttons to 

select a theme for the message 

In progress 

Limit how many characters the 
user can write into the text area 

PBI 2.2.0 - There is a limit on how many characters are 

allowed in the textbox 

In progress 

Ability to write a title for a 
message 

PBI 3.0.0 - Add to web interface input field to write a 

subject  

In progress 

List of current messages PBI 3.1.0 - List of messages In progress 

List of current messages PBI 3.0.1 – Subject is added to JSON object Removed* 

List of current messages PBI 3.1.1 - Clicking titles in list redirects user to detail 

view 

In progress 

*Story removed as the structure of the code showed the story was more relevant with other backend story of the feature. 

TABLE 8.4-2 - COMPLETED TASKS IN SPRINT 3 
ID Title Status 

84979 Create team contract Done 

85994 Build pipelines Done 

86020 Write tasks for sprint 3 Done 

86038 Report - update comment, add sprint 1-2 Progress report Done 

86270 Fix Firebase connection Done 
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 Burndown charts 
 

 

FIGURE 8.4-1 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR STORIES IN SPRINT 3 

 

 

 

FIGURE 8.4-2 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR TASKS IN SPRINT 3 

 

 Retrospective 
No stories were closed in this sprint either, but work has been started for all of the stories in 
the sprint.  The team discussed to get more focus on working on one story at a time and 
complete all tasks for that story.  
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8.5 Sprint 4 - Let's hop to it 🐰  
March 31 – April 13   |   Scrum master: Tinna   |   Goal: Complete stories 
 

 Overview 
The pieces finally fell into place in sprint 4. No new stories were added in this sprint and the 
team’s focus was to complete the stories from previous sprint. 
 
TABLE 8.5-1 - STORIES IN SPRINT 4 

Feature Story Status 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.0 - Messaging webinterface Done 

Create an interface to send a 
message to firebase   

PBI 1.0.2 - Backend that forwards JSON object to firebase Done 

Create a message for one or more 
channels 

PBI 2.0.0 - Add to web interface checkboxes to select 

which channels the message should be issued  

Done 

Ability to choose what the theme 
of the message is 

PBI 2.1.0 - Web interface includes radio buttons to select 

a theme for the message 

Done 

Limit how many characters the 
user can write into the text area 

PBI 2.2.0 - There is a limit on how many characters are 

allowed in the textbox 

In progress 

Ability to write a title for a 
message 

PBI 3.0.0 - Add to web interface input field to write a 

subject  

Done 

List of current messages PBI 3.1.0 - List of messages In progress 

List of current messages PBI 3.1.1 - Clicking titles in list redirects user to detail 

view 

In progress 

 

TABLE 8.5-2 - COMPLETED TASKS IN SPRINT 4 
ID Title Status 

84547 UnitTest - Complete test for text box+button Done 

84554 Function - Create text box HTLM + TS Done 

84555 Function - Create button HTML +TS Done 

87324 ManualTest - execute test for text box+button Done 

88640 Text does not dissappear from textbox Done 

88641 Text does not appear in firebase Done 

84550 Test - Create/update test to send message to firebase Done 

84570 Connection - Firebase Done 

84571 Function - Create function to send message to firebase Done 

87299 ManualTest - Complete test to send message to firebase Done 

85962 UnitTest - Complete test for checkboxes Done 

85977 Function - Create component for checkboxes Done 

85980 Function - Connect checkbox component to form Done 
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ID Title Status 

86040 Add error message Done 

87300 ManualTest - Complete test for checkboxes Done 

89989 Redirect submit button to main page on submit Done 

85967 UnitTest - Complete test for radio buttons to select theme Done 

85979 Function - Create component for radio buttons Done 

85983 Function - Connect component for radio buttons Done 

87326 ManualTest - Complete testing for radio buttons Done 

85985 Function - Update text area to limit the amont of characters Done 

85986 Interface - Add a counter above text area to count how many characters are left Done 

86041 Add error message Done 

87325 ManualTest - Complete test for limitation of characters Done 

87782 Messageview-Do it Done 

87349 UnitTest - Create/update test for input field Done 

87350 ManualTest - Create/update test for input field Done 

87351 ManualTest - Complete test for input field Done 

87352 Function - Create input field html+ts Done 

87783 Title-Do it Done 

87650 Stories and tasks for sprint 4 Done 

88921 Stories and tasks for sprint 5 Done 

89249 Figma link for new stories Done 
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 Burndown charts 

 

FIGURE 8.5-1 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR STORIES IN SPRINT 4 

 

 

FIGURE 8.5-2 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR TASKS IN SPRINT 4 

 

 Retrospective 
The team all felt really enthusiastic after this sprint was finished. Communication was key. 
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8.6 Sprint 5 - Study hard, work harder 🏃   
April 14 – 27   |   Scrum master: Elín   |   Goal: Continued completion 
 

 Overview 
New stories were added to the sprint in addition to the stories from the previous sprint.  The 
team successfully closed all previous stories and also all the stories that were added in this 
sprint.  The first deployment of the project was completed. 
 
TABLE 8.6-1 - STORIES IN SPRINT 5 

Feature Story Status 

Limit how many characters the 
user can write into the text area 

PBI 2.2.0 - There is a limit on how many characters are 

allowed in the textbox 

Done 

List of current messages PBI 3.1.0 - List of messages Done 

List of current messages PBI 3.1.1 - Clicking titles in list redirects user to detail view Done 

Ability to change a message PBI 5.0.0 - Detailed information of a message Done 

Ability to change a message PBI 5.0.1 - Change message shown in message detail view Done 

Ability to remove a message PBI 5.1.0 - Remove a message Done 

 
 
TABLE 8.6-2 - COMPLETED TASKS IN SPRINT 5 

ID Title Status 

85969 UnitTest - Complete test for limitation of characters in texbox Done 

87303 Function - Create message list html+ts Done 

87327 ManualTest - Create/update test for messages list Done 

87328 UnitTest - Create/update test for messages list Done 

87330 ManualTest - Complete test for messages list Done 

87335 Routing - link submit button on message page to main (list) page Done 

87336 Routing - link new message button on main page to message page Done 

88665 Function - Get message from firebase Done 

88710 Testing - Create unit test for get message from Firebase Done 

90007 Update Figma for list details Done 

90008 Update list based on Figma edits Done 

91781 New message to Firebase: Review checkboxes Done 

91782 New message button and Back button - Fix Done 

91914 New message submit button updated Done 

87333 ManualTest - Create/update test for clickable list Done 

87334 UnitTest - Create/update test for clickable list Done 

87357 ManualTest - Complete test for clickable list Done 

87358 Function - change subject in list to a clickable link Done 
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ID Title Status 

87361 Routing - link subject in list to view/edit message page Done 

88666 Message detail page Done 

89995 Manual test: create/update Done 

89996 Manual test: Execute Done 

89997 Update newMessageform Done 

89992 Implement messageService/updateMessage Done 

89994 UnitTest: complete Done 

91284 Manual test: execute for change message Done 

91285 Manual test: create/update for change message Done 

91845 Update message with message detail page Done 

89999 Add delete button to list page Done 

90000 Implement messageService/removeMessage Done 

90001 Unit test: complete for button Done 

90002 Unit test: complete/update for messageService Done 

90003 Manual test: create for delete button Done 

90004 Manual test: execute for delete button Done 

84981 Conduct interviews Done 

90215 Stories and tasks for sprint 6 Done 

90359 Deploy Done 

91849 Code Cleanup Done 

91913 Add reset to message/service Done 

91915 HTML update  Done 
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 Burndown charts 
 

 
FIGURE 8.6-1 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR STORIES IN SPRINT 5 

 

 
FIGURE 8.6-2 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR TASKS IN SPRINT 5 

 

 Retrospective 
This sprint went really well. The team finally got into a really good work rhythm with focus on 
working on one story at a time and complete the story before starting the next.  With great 
teamwork, the team managed to finish all tasks early so decision was made with Íslandsbanki 
to start the next sprint a day early.  
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8.7 Sprint 6 – The final countdown ⏳ 
April 27 – May 14   |   Scrum master: Tinna   |   Goal: Finishing touches 
 

 Overview 
In cooperation with the project owner, the final features to be implemented were set and 
stories in Table 8.7- added to the sprint.  In addition to the stories for the features, the style 
of the product was finalized and some bugs in the code were solved.  Other deployment of 
the product to the testing environment was completed. 
 
TABLE 8.7-1 - STORIES IN SPRINT 6 

Feature Story Status 

Create message in the future PBI 6.0.0 - Add date box to new Message web interface Done 

Confirmation when a message is 
sent 

PBI 6.1.0 - Popup confirmation for message sent Done 

List of all future messages PBI 6.2.0 – Tab with future messages Done 

List of all outdated/unactive 
messages 

PBI 6.3.0 – Tab with outdated/unactive messages Done 

None PBI 6.4.0 – Style for all views and header In progress 

None PBI 6.5.0 Code review fixes In progress 

 

TABLE 8.7- 22 - COMPLETED TASKS IN SPRINT 6 
ID Title Status 

91991 Add date input field Done 

91992 Update submit function to send date to Firebase Done 

91993 Unit test - Create unit test for date Done 

91994 ManualTest - Create/update test for date Done 

91995 Manual test - Complete testing Done 

92521 update message detail when date/time is done Done 

91998 Update submit function for alert Done 

91999 Make Figma for alert Done 

92169 Manual Test - create/update test for popup confirmation Done 

92171 Manual Test - Complete test for popup confirmation Done 

92749 Create a delete confirmation modal Done 

92849 Fix PR - unit tests Done 

92000 Implement tab for future messages Done 

92001 Update message service to get messages by date Done 

92002 Unit test - Create test for get message by date in message service Done 

92004 ManualTest - Create/update test for future message tab in list messages Done 

92005 ManualTest - Complete test for future message  tab in list messages Done 
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ID Title Status 

92006 Implement tab for outdated/inactive messages Done 

92008 ManualTest - Create/update test for outdated/inactive message tab in list 
messages 

Done 

92009 ManualTest - Complete test for outdated/inactive message tab in list messages Done 

91990 Add footer Done 

92373 Work on style based on Figma Done 

92860 Try to color inputs In Progress 

92861 Fix delete popup Done 

92862 Footer fix In Progress 

92013 Finish deployment In Progress 

92370 Message.component.ts: Update id to string in channelList to simplify code. To Do 

92743 Update error messages for title and text in new message Done 

92744 Submit button in new message Done 

92745 Update unit test for submit and errors in new message Done 

92746 New message - update error msg for end date and start date Done 

92747 Review code for deployment Done 

92717 Combine each screen in list view Done 

83481 Acceptance testing In Progress 

88867 Work on report In Progress 

91985 Add test results to all stories Done 

92014 Demo To Do 

92733 Add burndown charts to report In Progress 

92734 Add conclusion chapter Done 

93003 All messages in "active" tab seems to have end date To Do 

 

 Burndown charts 
 
-TODO- 
 
 

 Retrospective 
The team decided to extend the sprint by one week instead of doing a seperate sprint for the 
last week as no further addition of stories were needed.  The focus was on writing report, 
presentation preparation and code fixes. 
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8.8 Hours worked 
The estimated working hours for the project was 600-880 hour and over 900 including 
reporting and preparation for the project.  The hours worked for the team was as planned, in 
total over 900 hours for the course see Figure 8.8-1 and Figure 8.8-2. 
 

 
FIGURE 8.8-1 - BURNDOWN CHART FOR PLANNED AND HOURS WORKED IN THE COURSE BY THE TEAM 

 

 
FIGURE 8.8-2 - HOURS WORKED BY THE TEAM MEMBERS 
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8.9 Summary of implemented requirements 
12 A requirements were identified for the project and were all the requirements implemented 
(Figure ).  Nine of ten requirments were implemented for priority B and one of six C 
requirements were implemented.   
Among features that were not implemented was access model in Sammi.  The team planned 
to make a login page for Sammi but after further discussion with the stakeholoders, the team 
found out the bank planned to use a procedure for authentication which they have already in 
place.  Therefore, the login page was deemed irrelivant for the project. 
 

 
FIGURE 8.9-1 - IMPLEMENTED REQUIREMENTS 

 

9 Final Product 
The main goal of the project was to create a communication platform for project owners at 
Íslandsbanki to simplify the process of issuing incidents or maintenace notifications.  The 
platform has been created and the name Sammi has been estabilshed for the platform.   The 
product has been tested and deployed to development and test environment in Íslandsbanki.    
The main function of Sammi is to create a message with all main characteristics to be able to 
schedule the message and issue the message in relevant channel.  All messages created by 
Sammi are stored in Firebase and Sammi reads the messages from Firebase and lists the 
messages in the list view.  Section 9.1 lists all views of Sammi. 
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9.1 Sammi 
 

 
FIGURE 9.1-1 - SCHEDULED FUTURE MESSAGES 

 

 
FIGURE 9.1-2 - CREATE NEW MESSAGE 
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FIGURE 9.1-3 - UPDATE MESSAGE 

 

 
FIGURE 9.1-4 - ERROR MESSAGES FOR NEW MESSAGE 

 

 
FIGURE 9.1-5 - ERROR MESSAGE FOR CHOOSING CHANNEL  
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FIGURE 9.1-6 - CONFIRMATION OF SAVING MESSAGE 

 

9.2 Future of Sammi 
Sammi is a great addition to the collection of Íslandsbanki’s systems.  The platform is ready 
for the channels to connect and display the messages for the customers.   
Features that can be added to Sammi include improvement of the service for Íslandsbanki‘s 
customers and staff and simplify the issuing process of messages to channels.  The features 
include the following: 

• Issue message in specific page within a channel. 

• Send status messages internally in Íslandsbanki via email 
Seeing how Sammi is ready for use and how easy and user friendly it is has already given the 
Sammi team at Íslandsbanki a lot of ideas for further use and other staffmembers are also 
excited for this addition and how it could benefit other departments in the future.  
 

9.3 Learning experience 
The project has given the team deeper understanding and training in the software 
development process by working on a project in a well established software development 
environment.  The team members have increased their programming skills by learning new 
programming language and using new framework and libraries.   
The main management tool for the project was Azure DevOps which the team got great 
experience with agile planning by managing the backlog, sprints and retrospectives.  The team 
also got an introduction to continuous integration and continuous delivery by managing the 
files, branches and pull request via Azure DevOps and have the product deployed to 
development and testing environment. 

10  Conclusion 
The team successfully created a new platform to be utilized within the Channels team in 
Íslandsbanki.  Good teamwork was throughout the project, both within the project team and 
with the Íslandsbanki team.  The team at Íslandsbanki were very positive and gave the team 
supportive and informative feedback.   
The team worked remotely due the restrictions of Covid-19.  This situation is quite challenging 
for a new team to develop to be an effective and dynamic team as the support between the 
team members takes longer time and makes brainstorming sessions more difficult. 
As a conclusion for the project the team got valuable experience of how to work and 
participate in a software development team.  
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11  Appendix 

11.1 Tables for Risk Analysis 
 

TABLE 11.1-1 - PROBABILITY OF RISK  
Probability Description 

1 Very low probability of the risk (0-20%) 

2 Low probability of the risk (20-40%) 

3 Medium probability of the risk (40-60%) 

4 High probability of the risk (60-80%) 

5 Very high probability of the risk (80-100%) 

 
 
TABLE 11.1-2 - IMPACT OF RISK 

Impact Description 

1 Very low The work on the final product (product, report, and final presentation) will 
not stop. 

2 Low The work on the final product (product, report, and final presentation) will be 
slower but does not stop. 

3 Medium  The work on the final product (product, report, and final presentation) will be 
slow. 

4 High The work on the final product (product, report, and final presentation) will be 
slower or stops. 

5 Very high The work on the final  
 (product, report, and final presentation) stops. 

 
 
TABLE 11.1-3 - INCIDENT LOG 

Date Risk no. Incident Action Handler 

01.02 – 12.02 1.1 Lack of proper system 
privileges 

New computer 
and boosted 
privileges 

Elín 

16.02 – 18.02 2.1 Team members child was 
sick 

Other team 
members took 
over 

Rúnar 
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11.2 Brainstorming 
 

 
FIGURE 11.2-1 - SPRINT PLANNING 
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